
Over-run Valves and Over-run Cut Off – an Explanation 
1. Over-run valves (deceleration valves).  

Ricardo observed years ago that if the inlet manifold pressure of a conventional engine fell below about 22" Hg (Mercury) the 
mixture became too rarefied to ignite easily, causing misfire. This can result in mixture passing un-burnt into the exhaust system 
where it can detonate with damaging consequences. Over-run valves were introduced to alleviate this situation, and the 
consequent emission problem, first appearing in carburettors as a small spring loaded valve attached to the throttle disk. The 
purpose of these was to limit the maximum vacuum that could be developed to around 20" Hg.  

Fuel injected engines tended to produce stronger manifold vacuum so the condition became more acute and larger over-run 
valves appeared as an attachment to the inlet manifold.  

A factor which aggravates the problem is that if vacuum ignition advance is applied at closed throttle then the spark takes place 
well before the charge has reached full compression so it will be even more rarefied and difficult to ignite.  

When fuel injection was introduced on the Jaguar V12 in 1975 over-run valves were mounted on the front of the inlet manifolds, 
having short hose connections to the air filter boxes. It will be observed that not all V12s had over-run valves, the reasons for 
which will be explained further on.  

 

The HE V12, having an exceptionally high compression ratio, could be expected to continue to burn reliably at high vacuums 
and fueling is duly mapped out to 25" Hg, however there are circumstances where over-run valves are still necessary.  

2. Over-run cut off.  

Over-run cut off is the name used to describe an ECU function where fueling ceases if the throttle is closed above a certain 
engine speed. It provides a small fuel economy gain and avoids a rising HC emission problem as the high vacuum misfire 
threshold is approached. It is usual for cut off to only become active above a certain engine speed (typically around 1500 r.p.m.) 
and to de-activate when speed falls to some lower speed (i.e. 1100 r.p.m.).  

A simple cut off function is quite acceptable on a car with the inherent damping capacity of an automatic transmission but not so 
when fitted with a manual gearbox. The point when the fuel reinstates could then cause a noticeable jerk and increase of speed. 
If the car happened to be slowing on the right amount of gradient the rise of engine speed could be enough to reach the cut off 
speed when there would be another jerk as the fuel ceased again. The car could then oscillate between the two states thereby 
creating an unpleasant situation for the occupant(s). Lifting the upper threshold eats into the regime where cut off is beneficial 
so is not really an answer. 
For these reasons all factory manual XJS V12s had ECUs without over-run cut off.  

When the Lucas Bosch D Jetronic system was first introduced on the V12 no cars had cut off, the feature being added in about 
1977.  

When the AJ6 3.6 engine was introduced in the XJS in 1983 the manual version immediately attracted strong criticism for an 
unpleasant oscillatory condition when slowing - resulting from the inexplicable mistake of having an ECU with over-run cut off. 



There was a hurried program of ECUs being modified in dealerships to delete the cut off function.  

3. Over-run valves and/or cut off.  

If a car has over-run cut off then the misfire problem no longer applies so over-run valves are no longer necessary. When cut off 
was applied to the original D Jetronic V12s it was activated at closed throttle when engine speed rose above 1450 revs and fuel 
would reinstate as speed fell below 1100 revs. These speed thresholds lifted in lower temperature operation but cut off was 
always available. Over-run valves were therefore deleted from these cars.  

When the Digital P injection system was introduced in 1980 for the rare 10:1 compression engine, the cut off function was only 
active when fully warm and with vacuum above 20" Hg. Because of the transitional condition where the engine might be not 
quite fully warm, but could pull high vacuum without cut-off being active, over-run valves were fitted – but not always! It is 
difficult now to discern the exact combinations but these pre-HE cars did seem to vary in this respect according to the market 
and emission requirement. Probably the ones with over-run valves were either low compression or had vacuum advance active 
at closed throttle.  

The HE was much easier because they all had over-run valves until the change to Marelli ignition in late 1988. Over-run cut off 
applied above1500 r.p.m. and was activated by a throttle closed signal and a simultaneous vacuum in excess of 21" Hg, but 
was disabled unless fully warm. Once activated the cut off applied until the vacuum fell to about 10" Hg or speed dropped below 
1100 r.p.m., unless of course the throttle was opened. Cut off in Lambda sensing versions was active over a much narrower 
range from 18" back down to 15" Hg, but in both cases the vacuum effect varied with speed. Quite why this vacuum requirement 
was thought necessary is a mystery, and it was abandoned for the later 16CU which relied simply on speed and the throttle-
closed signal from the throttle potentiometer.  

The Lucas ignition HE engine had vacuum advance applied at closed throttle which is why over-run valves became necessary, 
although really only during the transient part-warm situation.  

Obviously when converting these cars to a manual transmission it becomes possible to provoke the oscillatory cut out/cut in 
condition described above so it is wise to disable the cut off function. Of course the over-run valves are then more essential than 
before.  

When Marelli ignition was introduced on the V12 in November 1988 the over-run valves were deleted. This was possible 
because the new ignition system had a throttle switch that enabled the ECU to cut advance in the over-run condition so avoiding 
the misfire that might arise in the part-warm transient phase. The need to delete cut off when converting to a manual 
transmission still applies and then it may be necessary to add over-run valves as well. Because the later air filter boxes do not 
have hose fittings for the valves it is advisable to mount a small K & N type filter on each one, alternatively aftermarket over-run 
valves incorporating a filter can be installed after tapping suitable holes.  

Disabling the cut off function from the ECU is not something that anyone can undertake and depending on the type may involve 
changes to either the circuitry or program. It is a service we can provide.  

Present day.  

Over-run cut off is a normal feature of most modern engine management systems even with manual transmissions, being made 
possible by the ability to temporarily retard the ignition timing as the fuel reinstates. This eliminates the jerk condition and the 
consequent speed-up phenomenon and oscillation.  
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